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Greetings from Reinhard Gorenflos

Dear friends of the TuaRes Foundation,

 

In her book “Educated” the American

historian Tara Westover relates her path to

education and personal freedom. She was

born in a “survivalist” family in Idaho. Her

father prohibited her from attending school

and failed to protect her from her violent

brother. 

In this family environment, Tara started educating herself and went on to study history,

finally to complete a PhD at Cambridge University. Her personal and emotional journey was

tough, but she managed to achieve what she had fought for – a self-determined life.

Tara’s memoir is a vivid reminder that education is far from guaranteed for every girl, not

only in Western Africa. Ideology and religion coupled with backward-looking traditions and

authoritarian attitudes can be formidable obstacles for girls to obtain what is a simple and

basic human right: education as a path to a better life.

For TuaRes girls, 2020 was a tough year: in addition to the many existing obstacles to their

education, the COVID crisis came as another serious challenge. Burkina Faso closed its

schools for several months. Girls were cut off not only from learning, but also from their

daily school meals. With the economy in shutdown, families struggled for their livelihood.

Our team in Ouagadougou reacted quickly and organized two large-scale food distribution

events in all our partner schools. We are proud to have supported more than 4,000 people in

each of these two operations and helped them ease through the worst moments.

After the initial shock, it now appears that COVID affects Africa to a lesser extent than other

continents. Further research is required to fully explain the phenomenon. Life in Burkina and

Benin is slowly returning to normal and, importantly, schools have reopened. TuaRes has

resumed its activities with great energy and continues to expand. 

“First find out what you are capable of, then decide who you are”
-Tara Westover
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We are growing our new project in Benin and have tested new formats. In this school year,

we expect about 4,600 girls to participate in our programs, 900 more than last year, and have

enrolled 93 girls in technical and vocational training.

TuaRes looks back at eight years of history, but we feel our journey has only just begun.

Like Tara’s, the personal journey for many of our girls is tough and often bitter. But we also

feel that with our support many of them can now find out what they are capable of,  then

decide who they are and finally walk the path to a better life with success.  

I wish to thank our formidable team in Ouagadougou and in Munich for their enthusiastic

work to the benefit of vulnerable girls. And I wish to thank you, our friends, donors and

supporters for your lasting friendship. Without your encouragement and support TuaRes

could not exist and progress.

 

With kind regards,

 

Reinhard Gorenflos

Founder & CEO
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Greetings from Alexice Tô

Dear friends of the TuaRes Foundation, 

Reflecting on the challenges of this year, I

can only feel tremendous pride in the

resilience exhibited by the TuaRes

Foundation when faced with unprecedented

circumstances. This resilience was

demonstrated both through the exceptional

academic accomplishments of our girls, and

the team’s capacity and resolve to support

them throughout the many challenges we

experienced during the year.

As we kicked off our school year in September of 2019, we could not have imagined the

crisis that lay ahead shortly after entering 2020. The usual security challenges and teacher

union strikes marked the first quarter of our school year, but these no longer deter us from

achieving our goals. We simply organise around them and pursue our mission. Forging

ahead, we designed several new program initiatives to make the 2020 school year a year of

creative expression, of scientific discovery and of introduction to the world of technology.

We were excited about implementing our themed activity weeks and particularly looking

forward to showcasing the scientific and technological ingenuity of the girls through the

Yennenga Science Camp.

As the COVID crisis reached Burkina Faso, we realised that our ambitions would have to be

put on hold, and our energy redirected towards developing a response to the social and

economic crisis that loomed ahead for Tuares girls and their families. Vulnerable families

are by definition only a small crisis away from losing their food security and their capacity

to cover basic living expenses. Hence, over 35 tons of rice, and 70 tons of corn were

distributed in addition to oil, sugar and soap to all of TuaRes’ families. The support came as

a much-needed emergency relief for families whose economic activities experienced a

dramatic decline following quarantine orders, market shut down and the closing of borders.

Despite these unprecedented circumstances, the girls’ academic performance was

outstanding. For the first time since it launched its programs, the TuaRes Foundations’ girls

achieved 94% success at their final high school exam, with an overall 83% success rate at all

levels, bring us as close as we’ve ever been to reaching our target of 85%.
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Our new program design which allows girls to branch out into technical training and

professional training schools post 9th grade also yielded promising results. TuaRes girls not

only achieved a 100% success rate for our girls in both branches, but  TuaRes girls occupied

the top 5 positions of their class.

We enter the coming year with great confidence in the quality and direction of our programs,

as well as our ability to withstand future challenges. Our hope is that lessons learned from

the sanitary crisis will lead to a stronger effort by government to expand access to

technology for all school-aged students, enabling them to withstand crises of any nature,

without severing their access to an education. Nonetheless, our team is prepared and

motivated to take up the mission of supporting our girls through their educational journey

and ensuring that they stay focused on reaching their full potential.

Sincerely,

Alexice Tô

Chief Operating Office - West Africa
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Our School Year 2019-2020

Basic and Advanced (Learn to Earn) Programs

2019-2020 Areas of Impact

211211211
students in

primary
school

488488488
students in
secondary

school

134134134
participants in 

the Learn to
Earn programs

656565
students in 
 the TuaRes

Benin project

453453453
students in

Skills for the
Future

187187187
health checks
administered 

444
school libraries

furnished

798798798
boys and girls

receiving sexual
education
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success rate

outperformance rate

retention rate

Since the TuaRes Foundation's founding in 2012,

more than 15,700 girls and young women have taken part in our various

programs designed to let girls attend school and learn in order to help them create a

self-determined and independent life for themselves.

Between 2012 and 2020, our programs and interventions offered have grown

immensely. During this time, we have reached a number of milestones. We are

proud to have

Our Impact 

83.25%83.25%83.25%

18.93%18.93%18.93%

99.09%99.09%99.09%

5,6005,6005,600
distributed more than

school kits

4,9004,9004,900
provided more than

school lunches

3,7003,7003,700
psycho-social

interviews

held more than
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Academic Report 2019-2020
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We are exceptionally happy to share the exam passage rate of the TuaRes girls this year.

Amidst an extremely difficult school year, 94% of the TuaRes girls passed the BAC. This

is an incredible achievement in and of itself, but especially when the unofficial national

passage rate of less than 50% is taken into account.

 

As for the CEP, the national exam to pass from primary to post-primary, the results of this

exam are similarly excellent as the 97.7% of TuaRes girls passed. This is in contrast to

60% of non-TuaRes girls who passed within the same schools.

 

Equally impressive results are found in the BEPC exam, the national exam to pass from

post-primary to secondary school, the TuaRes girls achieved a success rate of 63.2%. As

for non-TuaRes girls within the same schools, the success rate is 55.82% and at the national

level, it is about 35%. 

 

These are not easy exams to begin with and the girls studied under remarkable

circumstances. We are enormously proud of their hard work.

Exam Passage Rate

Basic School Programs Update
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In 2019, one of our Dr. Anja Hermes

University scholarship recipients, Ima

Hado, completed her undergraduate degree

in English translation and interpretation.

Congratulations to Ima!

At the end of the 2020 school year, we

asked all interested TuaRes students in

their final year of high school to submit

applications for the Dr. Anja Hermes

scholarship.

Dr. Anja Hermes University Scholars

We were impressed by the applications but could only select a few. After interviewing the

students, we settled on three new recipients for scholarship. We look forward to supporting

Amdia Nikiema pursuing a degree in Medicine, Assèta Bagyuan as she pursues a degree in

English to become an interpreter, and Roukiatou Tiemtore pursuing a nursing degree.

Skills for the Future

In June 2020, the Advanced Girls Tech groups began learning about coding using programs

such as Scratch and Code.org, in addition to learning HTML/CSS fundamentals. 

To prepare for the new chapter of Girls Tech, TuaRes hosted a training for the teachers in

February 2020 to not only discuss the new content, but also how to teach the materials in an

engaging way and with international best practices in mind. We envision that teachers not

only transfer knowledge but also encourage the students to find creative solutions and feel

confident that they can systematically solve problems.

As Girls Tech has progressed, the students

who have been in the program for several

years are increasingly digitally literate. We are

now in a position to make the upper division

curriculum more technically rigorous. The

girls will now have time to explore what is

possible with computers beyond the daily

processing tasks.

Advanced Program Updates
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One our main goals at TuaRes is provide all TuaRes graduates and alumni with access to the

job market. Cognisant that all students have different aptitudes and personal goals, we

decided to implement three educational tracks that TuaRes students can qualify for

and undertake, all of which will prepare the girls for different career paths.

 

At the end of the 2019-2020 school year, TuaRes Program Manager, Reine-Marie Kantiono-

Ouattara, and Pedagogic Advisor, Leopold Boukoungou, conducted individual career

counselling with each TuaRes student in the post-primary exam year. These counselling

sessions served as a space for students to discuss their professional goals and their options.

We also organised visits to the Professional training and Technical training schools so that

the students could tour the facilities and hear from school representatives. 

 

The students in the Gifted program will continue onto secondary school for three years to

prepare for the national Baccalaureate exam that will decide whether or not they will

continue onto university. The Technical training program is three years with a practical

internship included. The 2020-2021 cohort chose to study accounting, civil engineering and

computer science. The Professional training program is one year also with a practical

internship in the curriculum. TuaRes students chose to study a variety of fields including

auto mechanics, construction and building design, patisserie, air-conditioning maintenance,

and information sciences. The students expressed great excitement and enjoyed having

options that suited their own aspirations.

Enriched opportunities for post-primary graduates

777
students in the
Gifted Program

252525
students in the

Technical Program

606060
students in the

Professional Program

The 2020-2021 TuaRes post-primary school graduates by educational track:
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TuaRes Response to COVID-19
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On March 16, the Burkinabé government closed schools, marketplaces and commercial

spaces, halted travel, and applied strict curfew and quarantine measures to cities with

confirmed cases of COVID-19. These measures put significant strain on vulnerable

populations, such as the families of our TuaRes girls.

 

Under normal circumstances, there are high levels of food insecurity within our family

networks, which we work during the year to alleviate through alimentary assistance and our

school canteen. The TuaRes school canteen provides over 750 girls with their main or, in

some cases, only meal per day. As the COVID-19 situation began to unfold across Burkina

Faso, we knew that there would be numerous households in dire need and that we were in a

position to provide aid within our communities.

 

In March and April 2020, TuaRes coordinated the distribution of the emergency aid supplies

consisting of food supplies and hygienic materials. Each distribution reached over 700

households and directly impacted over 4,000 persons. 

 

Our team coordinated with local officials to ensure that the distributions were carried out

safely and adhered to all preventative measures outlined by the WHO and Burkinabé

government. 

  

The TuaRes families expressed deep gratitude. The promised assistance from the

government had yet to materialise and the TuaRes distributions were the only form of

assistance many families received to help them during most dire part the crisis.

TuaRes Response to COVID-19
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TuaRes Summer Camp
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As with many of our planned activities, the annual TuaRes summer camp had to be

cancelled. It was a big decision, but the health and safety of our TuaRes girls always comes

first. Fortunately, through the ingenuity of our team, we engaged a local organisation, the

Académie de Création et d’Éveil Scientifique (ACES) to develop a STEM-centered camp

for the month of June. 

 

In total, 45 girls were able to attend the TuaRes/ACES camp in Ouagadougou. The

theme of the camp was creative technology and the girls were familiarised with the basics

of computer programming and robotic technology. The girls had the opportunity to pilot

drones, create automatic detection systems (such as sensors), and even put technology in

place to determine the moisture content in soil.

 

Many of the girls already had a base knowledge of computers thanks to the Girls Tech

courses, but it was fantastic to show them what else technology can do and show them that

they can be creators themselves. It was not only an exercise in technology, but also self-

esteem and confidence.

The camp received great

attention from the

Burkinabé media, and we

were delighted to share

how hard our girls

worked, their impressive

results, and highlight

girls in technology!

TuaRes Summer Camp
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TuaRes Benin Project Update
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The first year of TuaRes activities in Djêgbamè, Benin which are implemented through

partner organisation, Afrique Décide, went extremely well. Not only are the sponsored

TuaRes girls performing well, but the village school enrollment is up, there are more

teachers, and all students are performing better.

 

Two years ago, there were 67 students enrolled at the school located in the village of

Djêgbamè. There were only two teachers who were responsible for teaching all levels at the

school. This left the school unable to offer some grade levels and many students without an

opportunity to continue their education. Since TuaRes and Afrique Décide have begun

operations in the village, there are now 145 children registered with girls making up

51% of the student population. There are now four teachers and all grade levels are

represented. 

Most impressively, when compared to the other school in the district, the Djêgbamè school

has higher average grades – is seems that through TuaRes’ and Afrique Décide’s investment

in girls’ education that all students were able to benefit and achieve more! We are happy to

report that the TuaRes Benin girls achieved 95% success rate, outperforming other

groups in the school!

 

Perhaps the most encouraging sign of our partnership, however, was the immediate and

similar response of Afrique Décide during the COVID-19 crisis. With similar lockdown

measures in place across Benin, Afrique Décide managed to implement the TuaRes

emergency food and hygienic supply distributions in Djêgbamè. The appreciation from the

community was immense and we are grateful that the team was able to safely implement the

distribution.

TuaRes Benin Project Update
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Over the past eight years, TuaRes has been blessed with friends who

 support our projects on a monthly or yearly basis.

 

We appreciate your help so much. 

Thank you for believing in our common cause and in our work! 

We continue to guarantee that:
 

100% of your donations go directly to our projects in West Africa 

without deduction of administrative costs.

 

All administrative costs such as salaries, travel cost, etc. 

are completely born by the founder of TuaRes.

 

A donation between 300-400 EUR helps us send a girl to school for an

entire year and sets her on a path that will be paved with education,

knowledge  and self-determination.

Thank you from TuaRes
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Other than financial support, we also appreciate your awareness, physical help or

fundraising events you might be able to organise. 

 

Fundraising and events for the benefit of TuaRes include charity concerts, birthday

parties with donations to TuaRes, or being part of the team running for TuaRes at the

next Munich Marathon. If you have any further ideas, just let us know, and together we

can create a concept for your fundraiser. 

 

Support us via Amazon Smile 

If you like to shop online, do not forget to register for Amazon Smile

under www.smile.amazon.de.

 

TuaRes is registered as an organisation on the platform, so you can choose to support

us through your purchases.

 

When you make a purchase via Amazon Smile, TuaRes will 

automatically receive 0.5% of the purchase price with no additional cost to yourself.

 

Please consider this option whenever ordering on Amazon.

How to support us
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Donation Account
TuaRes Stiftung

Hypovereinsbank
IBAN: DE11700202700015201977

BIC/SWIFT: HYVEDEMMXXX

Donate  via PayPal:
Paypal.me/TuaResStiftung

Contact
TuaRes Stiftung

+49 89 904101220
office@tuares.org

www.tuares.org
facebook.com/tuares.stiftung

Instagram: @tuaresstiftung


